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ABSTRACT. Let R and S be rings with unit. Suppose P is a free i?-module

on ß generators, where ß is an infinite cardinal number not smaller than the

cardinality of R, and T is the ring of endomorphisms End(ijP).

THEOREM. If R is left coherent and there exists an exact embedding functor

F : fi-Mod —> S-Mod, then sF(R)r is a bimodule such that F(R)r is faithfully

flat.

THEOREM. If F: J?-Mod —► S-Mod is an exact embedding functor, then

rPt is a bimodule such that rP is a projective generator (inducing an exact

embedding Horn functor from ñ-Mod into T-Mod), and sF(T)x is a bimodule

such that F(T)t is faithfully flat (inducing an exact embedding tensor product

functor sF(T) ®r - from T-Mod into S-Mod).

THEOREM.   There exists an exact embedding functor ñ-Mod —> S-Mod iff

there exists an S-module N and a unit-preserving ring monomorphism h : End(^P)

—» End(g./V) of their endomorphism rings, such that h preserves and reflects exact

pairs of endomorphisms.

For R a ring with 1, let i?-Mod denote the abelian category of left (unital)

i?-modules and i?-linear maps, as usual. We are interested in conditions which are

equivalent to existence of an exact embedding functor F : i?-Mod —> S-Mod. In

[5, 6], several such conditions were given, both for the general case and for the

special cases when R is left noetherian or left artinian. In this note, we extend

the equivalent condition of existence of a bimodule sMp with Mr faithfully flat

from the left noetherian case [5, Theorem 2, p. 110] to the left coherent case. We

give another equivalent condition for the general case, involving existence of certain

homomorphisms of rings of endomorphisms. Also, we show that if there is any exact

embedding functor iî-Mod —♦ S-Mod, then such a functor can be constructed as

the composite of a Horn functor induced by a projective generator and a tensor

product functor induced by a faithfully flat module.

All rings will be nontrivial rings with unit, and all ring homomorphisms will pre-

serve units. We will adopt the usual notations Su(pM) for the complete lattice of

i?-submodules of M in iZ-Mod, End(pM) for the ring of i?-linear endomorphisms

Homp(M, M), and \X\ for the cardinality of any set X. For ß a cardinal number,

M^ denotes the Cartesian direct power, and M^5' denotes the (possibly infinite)
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direct sum. Note that we compose morphisms from left to right (/: A —► B and

g: B —* C yield fg: A —> C) in i?-Mod and End(RM), and similarly for composi-

tion of functors.

1. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES. Given n > 1 and M in iü-Mod, let

Kj: M —+ M'n' denote the jth insertion kj(v) = (6j\v,6j2V,... ,6jnv) (Kronecker

delta), and let -k3■: M^ -* M denote the jth projection itj(v\,V2,...,vn) = Vj,

j = 1,..., n. Recall the usual formulas:

la. £?= i ttjKj = in (the identity for M^™)). For j, k < n, Kj-Kk = 0M for j ^ fc,

and KjWj = Im-

2. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES. Recall that a bimodule SMR with Mñ flat

induces an exact functor H = sMR ®R — from i?-Mod into S-Mod. If Ü is an

exact embedding functor, MR is called faithfully flat.

2a. F is an exact embedding functor i?-Mod —► S-Mod which preserves infinite

direct sums iff F is naturally equivalent to a bimodule tensor product functor

sMr ®r -, where MR is faithfully flat. (This follows from Watts' theorem [8,

Theorem 1, p. 5]; see also [5, Theorem 2, p. 110].)

2b. If F: i?-Mod —► S-Mod is an exact functor, then F is an exact embedding

iff F(R/K) =¡¿ 0 for all proper (possibly 0) left ideals K of R. (See [7, Proposition

7.2, p. 57], and note that there is a nonzero monomorphism R/K —> N for some

K # R if N # 0.)
2c. If SMR is a bimodule and if is a left ideal of R, then M®R (R/K) « M/MK

in S-Mod (see [1, Exercise 19.1, p. 231]).

It is convenient to introduce some terminology.

3. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES. An object A of an abelian category ssf is

called coherent if for each n > 1 and map g: A^ —* A, there exists m > 1 and a

map /: A^m) —♦ A^ such that (/, g) is exact.

Recall that R is a left coherent ring iff each finitely generated left ideal of R is

finitely related (or equivalently, finitely presented); see [2, p. 459; 1, p. 229; and 1,

Exercise 18.9, p. 214].

3a. R is a left coherent ring iff RR is coherent in ñ-Mod.

In the next result, we show that flat modules can be recovered from coherent

objects under certain circumstances. The coherence condition is closely related to

the usual characterization of flat modules by linear combinations [1, Lemma 19.19,

p. 228]. This connection was observed in [4, Lemma 2.1, p. 534], and the argument

below is adapted from [41.f i j

4. PROPOSITION. Suppose A is a coherent object of an abelian category s/, T is

the ring of endomorphisms A —> A insrf, and F: sé —► S-Mod is an exact functor

for some ring S. Then sF(A)t is a bimodule and F(A)t is fiat, if vt = F(t)(v)

for v e F(A) and t ET.

PROOF. Assume the hypotheses, and note that sF(A)T is a bimodule for the

given scalar product vt, using [1, 4.10, p. 59] and the result that an exact functor

preserves endomorphism ring operations and ring units 1.

To see that F(A)t is flat, suppose that 5Z?=i vj^j = 0 with Vj E F (A) and

tj G T, j < n. Then by [1, Lemma 19.19], it suffices to show that there exist

m > 1, Ui G F (A) for i < m, and Sij G T for i < m and j < n, such that
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YITLi uisij = vj f°r j < n and ]C?=i sijtj — 0 f°r z — m- Let Kj and flj denote

the insertion and projection maps for A^n\ and in the identity map for A^n\ as in

Definition 1. Let t: A^"' —► A be the map Ylk=i nktk of stf, so that Kjt = tj for

j < n by la. Since A is coherent, there exists s: A^ —> A^™) for some m > 1 such

that (s, i) is exact, hence (F(s),F(t)) is exact. Let k¿ and 7r¿ denote the insertion

and projection maps, and im the identity, for A^m\ i < m. Define Sij = KiSirj in

T for i < m and j < n. For i <m, using la and the equation st = 0, we have

n n

?     SijZj  —   y     KriSTVj rCyt — KjiSlnt — U.

i=l J=l

Let v = 53?=i F{Kj)ivj) m F(A^). It is convenient to denote function evaluation

using reverse order and a binary infix symbol: x*f denotes f(x). Now v*F(wj) = Vj

for j < n by la, and

n n

F(i) = F(i„i) =2^,)%)^) = £^)*vV)>
i=i j=i

so that
n n

« * F(t) = £> * ffa)) * F(t,) = J] *& = 0.
i=i j=i

Since ImF(s) = Ker F(t), there exists u in F(A^m') such that u * F(s) = v, and

we define u¿ = u * F {hi) in F (A) for î < m. Now

m m

»=1 i=l

for j < n. Since (u * F(s)) * F(7Tj) = v * F(7ij) = v¿, we have

^TltiSij = J2((U * F(TTi)) * F{Sij)) = U* F(sTTj) = Vj
i=l i = l

for j < n. This proves that F(A)T is fiat.    D

Note that F(A)t in Proposition 4 satisfies a special flatness property: we can

define the s¿_, in the lemma characterizing flat modules depending only on the tj,

although the ux depend upon both the tj and the Vj. From this observation, we

can obtain a weak converse to Proposition 4. These results are closely related to

Chase's theorem [2, Theorem 2.1, p. 460], or see [1, Theorem 19.20, p. 229]: R is

left coherent iff RR is flat for all ß iff every direct product of flat right iî-modules is

flat iff every finitely generated submodule of a free left i?-module is finitely related.

5. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES. A module MR is called strongly flat if for

each n > 1 and tj in R for j < n, there exist m > 1 and stJ in R for i < m and

j < n such that Y2l=i sijtj ~ 0 f°r eacn * ^ m> anQl ̂  vj E M for j <n such that

23?= i vjtj = 0i then there exist Ui in M for i < m such that £31= i uisij — vj f°r

j < n.

5a. If MR is strongly flat, then it is flat.

5b. If ß is any nonzero cardinal number, then MR is strongly flat iff MR is

strongly flat iff MR is strongly flat.
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5c. If Mp[ is flat for some ß > N0 + |M|, then MR is strongly flat. (Choose Vj in

M@ for j < n so that every n-tuple vj in M for j < n such that 53?=i vjtj = 0 is

obtained by projection of Vj on some coordinate of M/3'. Then MR is strongly flat

by [1, 19.19] for vr)

5d. Suppose F: sé —► S-Mod is an additive functor of abelian categories,

T = Hom(A, A) for A in sé, and F(A)T is given by vt = F(t)(v). If A is coherent

in sé and F is an exact functor, then F(A)t is strongly flat (Proposition 4). If F

is an additive embedding functor and F(A)t is strongly flat, then A is coherent in

sé. (The proof, which is like the proof of Proposition 4, is omitted. Note that F

reflects exact sequences by [3, Theorem 3.21, p. 66].)

5e. If R is left coherent, then every flat right i?-module MR is strongly flat.

(Apply Chase's theorem and 5c.) If MR is strongly flat and faithfully flat, then

R is left coherent. (Use 5d and 3a, with H(RR)R « MR for H = M ®R — from

.R-Mod into Z-Mod, Z the integers.)

Most of Chase's theorem can be proved by our methods: R is left coherent iff (by

3a) RR is coherent in i?-Mod iff (by 5d using the identity functor) RR is strongly

flat iff (by 5b,c) RR is flat for some ß > Nn + |-R|- Also, RR strongly flat implies

(by 5b) that (RR])a is flat for all a and ß, which implies (by [1, p. 231]) that every

direct product of flat right i?-modules is flat, which implies that RR is flat for all

ß.

We now obtain the first of our equivalence theorems.

6. THEOREM. Suppose R and S are rings with unit, R left coherent, andF: R-

Mod —♦ S-Mod is an exact embedding functor. Then sF(R)R is a bimodule such

that F(R)R is faithfully flat, so H = sF(R) ®R — is an exact embedding functor
i?-Mod —► S-Mod which preserves infinite direct sums. Also, F(C) « H(C) if C

is a finitely related R-module.

PROOF. Assuming the hypotheses, sF(R)R is a bimodule and F(R)R is flat,

identifying R with End(fliï) and using Propositions 3a and 4. So, H is an exact

functor which preserves infinite direct sums by 2a.

The remaining parts are obtained essentially by the argument Watts used in [8,

Theorem 1]. Suppose 0—* A —* B —> C —► 0 is a short exact sequence in iî-Mod

such that B k. R^n\ Since F and H are right exact, the commutative diagram in

S-Mod shown below has exact rows:

F(R) ®Ä A -► F(R) ®B B -► F(R) ®Ä C -► 0

Í>A 4>BI" tic

F(A)       -►       F(B)       -►       F(C)       -► 0

Here, xpx- F(R)®RX -» F(X) is given by ipx(v®x) = F(r ^ rx)(v) for v E F(R),

x E X and r E R, which determines a natural transformation ip : H-»f. Now ips

is an isomorphism because B « R^, so tpc is an epimorphism by the diagram. If

B = R and C = R/A ¿ 0, then F(C) ¿ 0, hence H(C) ¿ 0 via ipC- So, H is an

exact embedding functor by 2b. If C is finitely related, so tf)A is an epimorphism

like tpc because A is finitely generated also, then ^c is an isomorphism by the Five

Lemma [1, 3.15(1), p. 50], and F(C) « H(C).    U
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The remaining results depend upon recalling the special properties of the endo-

morphism rings End^i?^') for free i2-modules with ß generators, where ß is a

sufficiently large infinite cardinal number.

7. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES. Let R be a ring, let ß be an infinite cardinal

number with ß > \R\, and let T denote End^i?^). Let B = {el/}l/<ß be a set of

free generators for RR^, indexed by the ordinal numbers v < ß.

7a. If M is a submodule of RR^\ there is an endomorphism t in T such that

Imt = M (since \RR^ß)\ = ß because ß > N0 + |i?|, and RRW is free on ß

generators).

7b. The principal left ideals {Tt : t E T} of T form a sublattice of the lattice

Su(rT) of left ideals of T, and this sublattice is isomorphic to Su(RR^) via the

map Tt H-+ Imt. (Use 7a, noting that Tt = {u E T: Imu < Imi}.) Similarly,

Su(TT) is isomorphic to the lattice of lattice ideals of Su(RR^).

7c. T is left coherent. (By 7b, any finitely generated left ideal of T equals Tw

for some w in T, hence there is an epimorphism T —* Tw given by t h-> tw, which

has a finitely generated kernel Tu —*T where u with Imu = Kerw exists by 7a.)

7d. RR-f is a bimodule [1, Proposition 4.10, p. 59] such that RR^ is a pro-

jective generator. Therefore, G = HomR(RR)f', —) is an exact embedding functor

from i?-Mod into T-Mod. Note that G does not preserve infinite direct sums in

general.

7e. 4>: R —► T given by 4>(r)(e„) = rev for r E R and v < ß is a ring homomor-

phism preserving 1. So, ci induces an exact embedding functor H^ : T-Mod —> R-

Mod by change of rings (rv = <p(r)v for v E  tM and r E R).

If. lfP= rRW, then for each n > 1, P « ft") in ß-Mod. (Partition the free

generating set B for R^ into subsets Bi,B2,. ■ ■ ,Bn, each of cardinality ß, and

let Pi denote the submodule of P generated by .B¿. Show that P\ © P2 © • ■ • © Pn

is an internal direct sum for P such that P ss P¿ for each i < n.)

7g. rRW is coherent in ñ-Mod. (Use 7a and 7f.)

The second equivalence result is now obtained.

8. THEOREM. Suppose R and S are rings with unit such that there exists

an exact embedding functor F: i?-Mod —► S-Mod. If ß > No + |-R| and T =

End(fii?^'), then there exist exact embedding functors

G: R-Mod -* T-Mod    with G = YíomR(RR^),-),

and

H: T-Mod^ S-Mod    with H = SF(RTT) ®T -■

If \M\ <ß for M in R-Mod, then H(G(M)) « F(M<3).

PROOF. For G, use 7d. By 7e, we have an exact embedding functor H^: T-

Mod —» i2-Mod. So, we obtain H by applying 7c and Theorem 6 to H^F, ob-

serving that H,j,(tTt) = rTt- Suppose |M| < ß for M in iî-Mod, so there exists

0 -► K -> RW -+ M -► 0 exact in R-Mod. Now G(R^) = TT, so G(M) is

finitely generated. But G(K) is finitely generated similarly, so G(M) is finitely

related in T-Mod. By Theorem 6 then,

H(G(M)) =  sF(RTT) ®T G(M) « F(H4>(G(M))) « F(M0),

since H4,(G(M)) «  RM0 using [1, 16.4, p. 181].    D
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Let P = rRW for ß > N0 + |-R|- Then P ss P^ for each n > 1 by 7f, and

P is coherent in .R-Mod by 7g. Observe that / and g in Definition 3 for P can

be regarded as maps F-»F. Therefore, we only need the ring of endomorphisms

of P to carry through the argument proving flatness in Proposition 4. After some

preparation, we show that this leads to our final equivalence theorem.

9. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES. For M in R-Mod and N in S-Mod, a ring

homomorphism h : Ervd(RM) —* End(siV) is said to preserve exactness if for c, d in

End(fiM) such that (c,d) is exact in i2-Mod, (h(c),h(d)) is exact in S-Mod. We

say that h reflects exactness if (h(c),h(d)) exact in S-Mod implies (c,d) is exact

in i?-Mod.

9a. If R and S are rings with unit and F : iî-Mod —♦ S-Mod is an exact functor,

then for each M in iî-Mod, F induces a ring homomorphism Fm : End(ßM) —►

End(gF(M)) which preserves exactness. If F is an exact embedding functor, then

each F m is a ring monomorphism which preserves and reflects exactness (use [3,

Theorem 3.21, p. 66]).

10. THEOREM.   For rings R and S with 1, the following are equivalent:

10a.  There exists an exact embedding functor F: iî-Mod —► S-Mod.

10b. For some infinite cardinal number ß > |J?| and N in S-Mod, there exists-a

(unit-preserving) ring monomorphism h: End(fliî^) —* End(sN) which preserves

and reflects exactness.

PROOF. Clearly 10a =>■ 10b by 9a. So, we assume 10b and prove 10a. Define

F: R-Mod —> S-Mod to be the composite functor

R-Mod -£» T-Mod -^ S-Mod,

where G denotes Homfl(ñií^, , —) as in 7d, and H denotes sA/t <8>t — i with Nt

given by vt = h(t)(v) for í G T and v E N. The argument that sA/T is a bimodule

with Nt fiat is similar to the proof of Proposition 4, using an adaptation employing

7f and 7g. Therefore, G and H are exact functors, and hence so is F.

Let if be a proper left ideal of R, and let K0 = Keo VPo in Su(ßi2^), where P0

is generated by {e„: 0 < v < /?}. By 7a, there exists w in T such that lmw = Ko-

Since t G Tw iff Im t < Im w by 7b, there is a T-linear monomorphism A : T/Tw —►

G(R)/G(K) such that

X(1+Tw) = tt0+G(K),

where 7r0 in G(R) = Hom/j^R^, RR) is given by 7r0(e0) = 1 and tto^) = 0

for 0 < v < ß. Now lmw = K0 ^ P, so \w,0p) is not exact in Ä-Mod, and

so (h(w),0N) is not exact in S-Mod because h reflects exactness. Then NTw =

Nw = lmh(w) ¿ Ker0N = N. So SN ®T (T/Tw) « N/NTw ^ 0 by 2c, and

F(R/K) = H(G(R/K)) « SN ®T (G(R)/G(K)) ¿ 0

via the monomorphism N <S>t A. By 2b then, F is an exact embedding functor.    G

Now Nt may not be faithfully flat for g7VT induced by h above, but we can find

sMt with Mt faithfully flat by Theorem 8.

Does existence of an exact embedding functor R-Mod —+ S-Mod always lead

to existence of a bimodule sM/j such that Mr is faithfully flat?   By 2a, 7d and
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Theorem 8, this reduces to the following:

Open problem. Suppose Siî is a ring and T = End(RR^) for ß an infinite car-

dinal number. Does there always exist a bimodule tMr such that Mr is faithfully

flat?

For R left coherent, tG(R)r is such a bimodule by 7d and Theorem 6. Note

that G(R)R = RomR(RRW, RRR) « RR by [1, 16.4, p. 181].
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